Муниципальный этап ВсОШ, английский язык, 7-8
класс, 2020/21
9:55—11:15 22 ноя 2020 г.

Part 1

Listening (time – 15 minutes , 15 points)
№ 1 — 10

1 балл
Task 1
Вам предстоит выполнить два задания по аудированию. Оба задания записаны на одном файле (включая
инструкции, паузы и повторы). После выполнения задания 1 поставьте запись на паузу и перейдите на
страницу с заданием 2. Продолжите выполнение задания 2 по аудированию.
Прослушать аудиофайл в отдельной вкладке
Посмотреть на youtube
You will hear 10 short recordings. For each of the recordings, you will have one question to answer. You will have
10 seconds to read each question and the corresponding options before you listen to the recording. After the
recording you will have 10 seconds to choose the correct option.

Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

What type of organization is “Atlantic Travel”?

an American travel agency

an expensive travel agency

an all-round travel agency

1 балл
How do the women feel about Paris?

It’s better not to visit it in summer.

It’s an adventurous destination.

It has very good art galleries.

1 балл
What are the travellers who had booked with “Suntrips” entitled to?

full compensation from the government

air travel to their holiday destination

help with booking new hotel accommodation

1 балл
The speaker is a

presenter.

housing oKcer.

local resident.

1 балл
The main attraction of the Oxford Fashion Museum’s new exhibition is

footwear.

headwear.

swimwear.

1 балл
What are the speakers doing?

complaining

discussing

disagreeing

1 балл
Where are the cheapest items to be found?

throughout the shop

at the back of the store

next to the cashier till

1 балл
What is the woman saying about the way her village has changed?

Most things remain unchanged.

Only a few things haven’t changed.

She doesn’t recognize her old school.

1 балл
What does the speaker want the audience to do?

join a debate about the future of media

use Internet technology more

buy and read more newspapers

1 балл
What is the woman doing?

asking

advising

explaining

№ 11 — 15

1 балл
Task 2
You will hear a news broadcast. First, read the notes below and then listen and complete the notes with information
from the broadcast. Mind your spelling. You will hear the recording twice.
В ответ запишите только те слова или числа, которые должны быть на месте пропуска.
Example: Rhodes Zoo is the ___ 5th/ Kfth largest ___ in the world.
Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

The zoo’s new project will record ______ of its history.

Ответ

1 балл
Year the zoo opened for the Srst :______.

Число

1 балл
Zizi the elephant was donated by ______.

Ответ

1 балл
You can now go to ______ to see Arthur the gorilla.

Ответ

1 балл
Rhodes Zoo is now interested in ______ rather than keeping large animals.

Ответ

Part 2

Reading (time-15 minutes, 7 points)
№1—7

1 балл
Read the web article about overland truck holidays in Africa and complete the notes. Write no more than four words
or numbers from the article in each gap. Mind your spelling.
Скачать текст
Travelling on an Overland Truck across Africa
The key thing to remember when travelling overland in Africa is to expect the unexpected! If you’re someone who
requires a Sxed itinerary with no surprises, then this won’t be the kind of trip for you. We sometimes have to change
our travel plans due to unforeseen circumstances. But this is what makes every trip different and exciting. As part
of this adventure, we expect you to play an active role in the daily running of your trip, to get stuck in and work as a
team, helping out with tasks like cooking meals over open Sres, pitching tents and cleaning and tidying the truck.
On driving days, we travel 100-600 km, depending on the terrain. We aim for one long driving day followed by
several short ones. We have some non-driving days, when you can relax and enjoy sights like Lake Malawi or
Victoria Falls. Most nights are spent at campsites, where you can shower, have a cold drink etc., but we sometimes
camp in the bush, experiencing the “real” Africa. We provide generous sized tents (shared with one other) and thick
camping mats, which by all accounts are comfortable (all you need is a sleeping bag and a mosquito net).
Your day begins at 7am with a simple ‘help yourself’ breakfast. For other meals, you’ll be expected to muck in and
do your bit. When ‘on the road’ or at campsites, you will use a rota system and cook in groups with 2-3 others using
gas or open Sres. Expect to cook once every 7-10 days, depending on the size of the group. Occasionally there will
be some stores of food on the truck for you to use, but it’s your job to decide what to cook and shop for most of
your ingredients in local markets and shops. We do NOT cater for fussy eaters, or carry special food items. So be
warned!
If you’re not cooking, the early part of the evening will be spent putting up your tent with your ‘tent buddy’. Most
crucially, you’ll collect Srewood before lightening the Sre and making hot drinks. Water is collected from the local
wells where available. Then you can chill out and enjoy the evening. We have lights in the truck so you can read or
write a journal if you wish. It would be a shame if you didn’t keep a record of the holiday of a lifetime!
В ответ запишите только те слова или числа, которые должны быть на месте пропуска. Слова с
орфографическими и другими ошибками не засчитываются.
Example:
When travelling in Africa you should be prepared for the __unexpected__.
Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

Occasionally ___ mean that the planned itinerary has to be altered.

Ответ

1 балл
The ___ determines the distance that is covered each day.

Ответ

1 балл
People say that the camping mats are ___.

Ответ

1 балл
You are likely to cook with ___ people.

Ответ

1 балл
The majority of the food for meals comes from ___.

Ответ

1 балл
For non-cooks an important evening task is to Snd ___.

Ответ

1 балл
The holiday company encourages you to ___ of your holiday.

Ответ

Part 3

Use of English (time – 30 minutes, 33 points)
№ 1 — 15

1 балл
Task 1
Look carefully at each line. Some lines are correct but some have a word which shouldn’t be there. Tick (V) each
correct line. If a line has a word which shouldn’t be there, write the word in the space. Mind your spelling.
Скачать текст
A case of mistaken identity
After a few minutes, the car stopped in front of
a large hotel. The driver who opened the door, and
said, ‘Please follow me.’ They went up in to a lift.
Then there was a long corridor with two or three
doors. Although it seemed strange so that the car hadn’t
taken her to her aunt’s house, Diana who wasn’t surprised.
Her aunt, who she was very rich, owned several large
hotels, which she often stayed in them. Diana supposed that her aunt felt
so much bored at home that she decided to stay there.
‘Please you wait here,’ said the driver, and
disappeared into a room at the end of the corridor.
There seemed to be a lot of people that in one of the
rooms. Then the driver, who he hadn’t been gone long,
came back at and asked Diana to follow him. They went
into a large room full of people, who all started clapping.
There was a poster that it said, ‘Diana Harris, Supermodel.’
‘Oh dear,’ said Diana, ‘I think so there’s been a mistake!’
Example:
After a few minutes, the car stopped in front of
V
a large hotel. The driver who opened the door, and
who
Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

said, ‘Please follow me.’ They went up in to a lift.

Ответ

1 балл
Then there was a long corridor with two or three

Ответ

1 балл
doors. Although it seemed strange so that the car hadn’t

Ответ

1 балл
taken her to her aunt’s house, Diana who wasn’t surprised.

Ответ

1 балл
Her aunt, who she was very rich, owned several large

Ответ

1 балл
hotels, which she often stayed in them. Diana supposed that her aunt felt

Ответ

1 балл
so much bored at home that she decided to stay there.

Ответ

1 балл
‘Please you wait here,’ said the driver, and

Ответ

1 балл
disappeared into a room at the end of the corridor.

Ответ

1 балл
There seemed to be a lot of people that in one of the

Ответ

1 балл
rooms. Then the driver, who he hadn’t been gone long,

Ответ

1 балл
came back at and asked Diana to follow him. They went

Ответ

1 балл
into a large room full of people, who all started clapping.

Ответ

1 балл
There was a poster that it said, ‘Diana Harris, Supermodel.’

Ответ

1 балл
‘Oh dear,’ said Diana, ‘I think so there’s been a mistake!’

Ответ

№ 16

9 баллов
Task 2
Match each sentence with a function.
There is an example for you.
Example:

Выберите нужную позицию в левом поле, кликнув по ней, затем кликните в правом поле по выбранной Вами
позиции (протянется линия). Если хотите изменить ответ, нажмите на точку в любом из полей (линия
исчезнет).
Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

What did you think of the Slm, then?

Promising

I’ll deSnitely bring your camera back
tomorrow.

Refusing

Would it be all right if I left a bit early
tomorrow.

Suggesting

Expressing a preference
Sorry, no, I won’t do it.

Could you possibly turn on the air
conditioning?

Making a request

Thanking
I think I’d rather have Ssh, actually.

Asking for an opinion
Why don’t we have a party next weekend?

That’s very kind of you, I appreciate it.

Don’t worry, everything will turn out all right.

Reassuring

Asking permission

№ 17 — 25

1 балл
Task 3
All teenagers like shopping, so it won’t take you long to solve the crossword about the things that are needed while
doing it. One answer is already given. Mind your spelling.
1. This person is in charge of a shop.
2. Read this to Snd descriptions of goods.
3. You put money, especially banknotes in it.
4. Do this if you want to get a better price.
5. Coins are carried in this, especially by women.
6. This tries to persuade you to buy something.
7. Pay this if you can’t pay in full now but want to buy later.
8. You push this in the supermarket and Sll it with goods.
9. You are given this as proof of buying something.
10. You might make this before you go shopping.
Скачать кроссворд

Не забудьте проверить и сохранить свои ответы!

1. This person is in charge of a shop.

Ответ

1 балл
2. Read this to Snd descriptions of goods.

Ответ

1 балл
3. You put money, especially banknotes in it.

Ответ

1 балл
4. Do this if you want to get a better price.

Ответ

1 балл
5. Coins are carried in this, especially by women.

Ответ

1 балл
6. This tries to persuade you to buy something.

Ответ

1 балл
8. You push this in the supermarket and Sll it with goods.

Ответ

1 балл
9. You are given this as proof of buying something.

Ответ

1 балл
10. You might make this before you go shopping.

Ответ

